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Expanding Asset Allocation Programs
with Next Generation Commodity Indices
In this report, Van Eck Global will help financial advisors :
n
Understand an expanding array of choices for implementing a commodities allocation with
passive index funds and/or actively managed funds that hold commodities equities
n
Identify strengths and weaknesses of traditional commodity indices, including reasons they
have underperformed some expectations in recent years
n Explain how more modern methodologies of next-generation, or “constant maturity” commodity
indices are improving the risk/return characteristics of the asset class
Introduc tion
Until the 1980s, commodities were followed mainly by people
who worked as farmers, drillers and miners – and companies
that purchased their products. Over the final two decades of the
20th century, commodity futures markets expanded access to
institutions and sophisticated investors.
Since 2000, access to the commodity asset class has gone mainstream. New investment choices have fueled this change such as
commodity-focused mutual funds and ETFs. Conceptually, it is now
just as easy for a financial advisor to add measured commodities
exposure to a portfolio as it is to allocate among traditional equities,
bonds and cash. But as many advisors have discovered, increased
access does not assure successful results. Despite generally favorable economic conditions for commodities in recent years, many
advisors and investors have been disappointed by their results.

Figure 1 below, Commodity Indices vs. S&P® 500, shows the
hypothetical performance of a $10,000 investment in each of the
two traditional commodities indices significantly outperforming
the S&P® 500 Index, from October 01, 2001 through September 30,
2011, over a period of ten years.
From 2001 through 2011, the two traditional commodity indices
easily outperformed U.S. stocks. Since 2008, however, they have not
maintained the strong track record vs. stocks, despite a generally
favorable environment for “spot prices” of many commodities.
2. Track records of ACTIVE commodity equities funds
Two sectors of the equities market – energy and materials – offer
exposure to commodities, through stocks of major producers.
Actively managed mutual funds, as well as passive index funds,
can provide exposure to these sectors.

The Compelling Case for a Commodities Asse t Cl ass
For financial advisors, the motivation to delve into commodities is being driven by real-world concerns. In the past decade,
many portfolios allocated among equities, bonds and cash have
barely managed to beat inflation. By contrast, precious metals and
energy-related commodities have captured headlines and attention. Interest also is being driven by the track record of commodity
investments, including four historic reasons for adding this class
to diversified portfolios and asset allocation programs.
1. Track records of mixed commodity indices
A mixed commodity index is a blend of several futures contracts,
weighted and periodically rebalanced. Two “traditional” mixed
commodities indices are described in detail in this report: the S&P®
GSCI Commodity Index (GSCI) and Dow Jones-UBS Commodity
Index (DJUBS). Each now has a substantial track record, dating
back to index inception in 1994 for GSCI and 1990 for DJUBS.

Figure 1: Commodity indices vs. S&P ® 500
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Commodities are assets that have tangible properties, such as oil,
metals, and agriculture.

Please note that the information herein represents the opinion of Van Eck Global and these opinions may change at any time and from time to time.
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Figure 3: Gold Price vs. USD
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Historically, commodities have performed relatively well through
times of high inflation and currency depreciation, as shown in
Figure 3, Gold Price vs. USD. For clients who are worried about
the purchasing power of dollars or financial assets, commodities
and, more specifically, gold offer the potential to hedge against
declines driven by easy monetary policies, fiscal stimulus, or
government intervention that weaken currencies.
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Source: Bloomberg, data as of 09/30/11

Ne w Dem and Cata lysts
n

lobal population, currently estimated at 6.9 billion by the
G
United Nations, is projected to increase to 8.6 billion by 2035.
Virtually all of this growth will be in the developing nations:
China is projected to gain 100 million people over the next 25
years and India will gain more than 300 million1.

n

s standards of living rise in developing nations, more than
A
two billion people are expected to join the “global middle
class” over the next two decades2. Domestic consumption and
urbanization, fueled by a powerful wave of rising lifestyles,
will increase demand for many basic commodities. (See
Figure 4 below, Global Hard Asset Consumption)

n

rbanized economies consume more commodities per capita
U
than rural economies. Over the next 25 years, the global urban
population is projected to increase from 3.5 billion to 5.3 billion;
more than 90% of this growth will be in less developed nations3.

Since commodity prices do not tend to move in the same direction
as stock and bond markets, they can potentially increase the
diversification or “efficient frontier” characteristics of assetallocated portfolios.
4. Possible protec tion against high infl ation
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Mixed commodity indices and commodities futures have
demonstrated low correlations with stocks and bonds over time,
as shown in Figure 2 above, 10-Year Commodity Correlations
with Stocks and Bonds. Correlation describes a complementary
or parallel relationship between two investments. It measures
the degree to which two variables’ movements are associated
and will vary from -1.0 to 1.0. -1.0 indicates perfect negative
correlation, and 1.0 indicates perfect positive correlation.
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3. Potential to enhance the risk-return profile
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Source: FactSet, Van Eck Global. Data is as of 09/30/11. Agricultural
futures = S&P® GSCI Agriculture Index TR; energy futures =S&P® GSCI
Energy Index TR; precious metals futures = S&P® GSCI Precious Metals
Index TR; base metals futures = S&P® GSCI Industrial Metals Index TR.
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FIGURE 2: 10 Year Commodity Correlations to Stocks and Bonds

FIGURE 4: Global Hard Asset consumption
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history of Commodit y Supply and Demand Trends
Most of the 20th century was an era of seemingly abundant
supplies of natural resources, combined with breakthroughs in
exploration and exploitation.
Early in the 20th century, the U.S. became the architect of
modern commodities markets, as symbolized by its invention of
the integrated petroleum industry and affordable mass-produced
automobiles. Yet, by the 1970s, the U.S. began to reach the peak
of its oil production capacity as once-vast fields of crude ran dry.
Now, nearly four decades later, the world keeps changing as new
catalysts drive both sides of the global commodities equation –
demand and supply.
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Commodities and commodity-linked investments may be affected by overall market movements and other factors that affect the value of a particular
industry or commodity such as weather, disease, embargos or political or regulatory developments.
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Ne w Demand Cata lysts (Cont.)
n

T
he “BRIC countries” (Brazil, Russia, India and China) are
expected to become four of the world’s five largest economies
based on Gross Domestic Product (along with the U.S.) by
20504. And their infrastructure demands will require vast
quantities of natural resources.

n

lobal oil demand is projected to increase from about 87 million
G
barrels per day (b/d) in 2010 currently to 111 million b/d by
2035, according to the Energy Information Administration.
Developing nations are expected to account for 84% of the
increase in world energy demand over the next quarter-century5.

n

s China’s middle-class population grows, the country will
A
need to import 20 million more metric tons of soybeans
and five million more bales of cotton annually in ten years,
compared to current import levels6.

New Supply Catalysts
A resource-hungry world will need increasing supplies of many
commodities to meet demands of expanding populations and
lifestyles. Yet, commodity supplies are finite, and producers’
incentives to expand are diminishing.
n

round the world, environmental regulations are increasing
A
the costs of developing fossil fuels. Tougher environmental
regulations are driving up the costs of production in the U.S.

n

s governments look for new tax revenues to reduce budget
A
deficits, resource producers are facing tax pressures. In
2010, Australia proposed a Resource Super Profit Tax on up to
40% of miner’s profits, U.S. state severance taxes on natural
resources are skyrocketing and taxes in the Middle East now
cost more per barrel than direct production costs7.

n

ining production costs are rising even faster than metals
M
prices, and this trend erodes producers’ profit margins and
incentive to develop new resources. For example, 75% of the
world’s platinum and 40% of palladium supplies are mined in
South Africa, where the largest costs of production are for
labor (50% of the cost base) and electricity (15%)8.

n

n

ew production of many commodities will depend on an
N
aging transportation infrastructure that is already capacitychallenged. To transport North American grain to the growing
middle-class populations of Asia, vast amounts of capital will
be needed to upgrade railroads and port facilities.
e estimate that major oil startup projects peaked at about
W
5,000 in 2008 and will decline to 1,640 through 2014. NonOPEC production could decline by up to 1.5 million barrels per
day from 2011 through 2014. Despite rising copper prices,
global copper mine production has been flat since 2006 due to
limited new discoveries.

The Benefits of Commodities Index Funds
To implement commodity-related investments into an asset
allocation strategy, financial advisors can choose among the four
main commodities groups and four basic choices for owning them
(See Four Ways to Own Commodities, page 7,8). Among these,
commodity index funds offer a unique combination of benefits:
Compatibilit y. Commodity indices can be implemented through
mutual funds or ETFs and can also be integrated with both
transactional and fee-based business models.
Economy and va luation. Commodity index funds do not
require the shipping, insurance or storage charges of physical
commodities, such as gold bullion or coins. They can be bought
and sold quickly and easily, at Net Asset Values (NAV) calculated
daily. They tend to have lower expense ratios than many actively
managed funds.
Simplicit y and fle xibilit y. Commodity index funds are
easier to invest in than traditional futures. Shares can be purchased
or redeemed in any quantity, and can work well in asset allocation
programs that require periodic adjustment or rebalancing.
Diversification. “Commodity equities” are influenced by the
stock market’s overall direction, or “systematic risk.” With far less
systematic risk exposure, commodity index funds offer enhanced
diversification for stock-heavy portfolios.
Components of Return in Commodity Indices
Many investors believe that over time the returns of commodity
indices will approximate price gains or losses in a basket of
commodities. However, the indices have dynamic qualities that
make their performance more complex to evaluate. Each index can
be broken down into three “total return drivers,” which are often
misunderstood by investors.
Spot commodit y prices. The prices traders pay to exchange
commodities in the present, for immediate settlement
Roll yield. The positive or negative contribution caused by
rolling the index between futures contracts at expiration dates.
(This is further explained under the discussion of “contango” and
“backwardation” on the next page.)
Cash yield. Interest earned on index or (index fund) assets held
in cash, as collateral for futures contracts.
The “total return” of an index is the combination of all three return
drivers. Over periods of time, the relative contributions of these
three drivers can change substantially, as shown in Figure 5,
Commodity Index Return Drivers, which shows total returns for the
S&P ® GSCI Commodity Index over four decades (see next page).

Commodities and commodity-linked investments may be affected by overall market movements and other factors that affect the value of a particular
industry or commodity such as weather, disease, embargos or political or regulatory developments.
Please note that the information herein represents the opinion of Van Eck Global and these opinions may change at any time and from time to time.

Figure 5: Commodity Index Return Drivers

Figure 7: 2010 Crude oil futures prices
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Components of Return in Commodity Indices (COnt.)
During the 1970s, all three drivers worked together to produce
strong performance in the S&P® GSCI Index. But by the 1990s,
two drivers turned negative, creating a performance drag. During
the 2000s, spot prices were strong but roll yield turned even more
negative, becoming a headwind that worked against performance.
To understand why roll yield can shift in different environments, it’s
necessary to understand the “term structure” of futures contracts
and the impact of contango and backwardation.
Term Struc ture. Term structure indicates relationships
between prices for a given futures contract with multiple
expiration dates. (It is similar to a bond “yield curve,” except it
plots commodity prices on the Y axis, instead of bond yields.)

FIGURE 6: 2010 Crude Oil Futures
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Term Struc ture E x ample. Figures 6 (below) and 7
(above) show a term structure for crude oil futures, as viewed in
December 2010, in dollars per barrel. The “front-month” contract,
which will expire soonest, is January 2010. As contracts move
“out the term structure” with longer expirations, contract prices
tend to rise. For example, the difference between the (front-month)
price of $72.89 per barrel and the July price of $79.66 is $6.77
(9.3% of front-month price). This approximates the cost to buy a
barrel of crude oil now, pay interest on the purchase, and store the
barrel for one months. The difference also reflects supply/demand
conditions in the global crude oil market.
Contango. This term means the same as negative roll yield, i.e.,
an upward-sloping term structure (as in the example above) in
which an index that holds front-month contracts will incur a cost
each time contracts expire and must be rolled to more expensive,
longer-dated contracts. As contracts move closer to expiration,
their value converges lowers towards spot prices.
Back wardation. The opposite of contango, this term means
the positive roll yield created by a downward sloping term
structure. Backwardation tends to occur in futures contracts
during periods when traders are concerned about scarcity of
supplies, among other reasons.
Roll-Yield. The positive or negative contribution caused by
rolling the index between futures contracts at expiration dates. In
other words, the amount of return generated in a backwardated
futures market or the amount of return lost in a contango market.

Source: FactSet, Data as of 12/31/10
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Figure 9: Backwardation
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n

Figures 8 and 9 above show the shape of futures price curves
that generate contango (left) and backwardation (right). Contracts
will be bought at the light blue markers and then, as they move
closer to expiration, sold at the dark blue markers. Contango
generates a negative roll yield cost, while backwardation creates
a positive roll yield opportunity.

I
n the past decade, the average roll yield of commodity
indices has more often been negative than positive, and the
cost of contango appears to have increased.

n

I
ndices can manage roll yield in a contango environment, to
a degree, by holding less expensive contracts on the term
structure. Traditional indices that always hold front-month
contracts are most vulnerable to negative roll yield, because
this is where contango cost tends to be greatest.

Contango and back wardation in recent m ark e ts
Our analysis indicates that contango or backwardation is more
consistent in some futures contracts than others, as shown in
Figure 10 below, Contango and Backwardation in Recent Commodity Markets, which focuses on five contracts over three-year
and 10-year periods.
Key Points: Term Structures and Roll Yield
n
n

mixed commodity index blends several contracts, each of
A
which has a different term structure. The roll yield of the

index (positive or negative) reflects an average of all contracts
held by the index.

Figure 11 below, Commodity Futures Curve, shows a typical term
structure for a futures contract, and the difference between
holding front-month contracts vs. longer-term.
In this example, a traditional commodity index is shown in the
four-step process on the left. It 1) buys the front-month contract
high; 2) holds it until near expiration; and 3) sells it at a lower
price to 4) reinvest the money back into new front-month contract.
The contango cost is the difference between the “buy high”
and “sell low” points for the traditional indices.

Figure 11: Commodity futures curve
FIGURE 10: Contango and Backwardation (%) in Recent
Commodity Markets
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Figure 12: Measuring Volatility
Commodity indices vs. stocks

Figure 13: CMCI Target Weights for 2H 2011
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Next generation commodity indices look for opportunities to buy
the most price-effective contracts on the term structure. This is
shown in the process on the right side of Figure 11, in which the
rolling/reinvestment process is less susceptible to negative roll
yield, wheerby investing further out the term structure.
Tr aditiona l Commodit y Indices
Two traditional mixed commodities indices are investable
through mutual funds and/or ETFs, and they each have fairly long
performance records.
The S&P ® GSCI Commodit y Inde x (GSCI) has existed since
01/01/94 and holds 24 long futures contracts, weighted based on
average global production over the past five years. All contracts
are the nearest expiration month with adequate liquidity (usually
front-month). The index has about two-thirds (67%) of current
weight in energy-sector contracts, which limits its diversification
among commodities sectors. Its performance is driven by energy
spot prices, and also by the term structure and contango cost in
energy contracts.
The Dow Jones-UBS Commodit y Inde x (DJUBS) has existed
since 12/31/90 and holds 19 futures contracts across sectors.
Weightings are based on a combination of liquidity and production,
and energy exposure is limited to 33% of total index weight. The index weights are rebalanced annually. All contracts are front-month.
Vol atilit y Comparison
Figure 12 above, Measuring Volatitlity: Commodity Indices vs. U.S.
Stocks, shows annualized volatility, measured as the standard
deviation of monthly returns, over historic periods of three years,
five years and 10 years (all periods ending September 30, 2011).
Ne x t-Gener ation Indices

Source: UBS

2) negative roll yield vulnerabilities of both GSCI and DJUBS, due
to their holdings of front-month contracts and predictable monthly
contract roll events; and 3) high volatility.
One leading next generation index is the UBS Bloomberg Constant
Maturity Commodity Index (CMCI). It offers broad diversification
among commodities sectors and maturities. Its methodologies are
rules-driven and consistently applied to: 1) choose and rebalance
index components; and 2) daily contract roll events.
Constant Maturit y Commodit y Inde x (CMCI)
The index is diversified across 27 commodity futures contracts in
five sectors, and each contract can be further diversified among up
to five maturities (“tenors”), each with a different term to contract
expiration: 3 months, 6 months, 1 year, 2 year and 3 years.
By expanding the range of index components beyond front-month
contracts, the methodology increases the CMCI’s diversification
across a range of contract prices and expiration dates.
This helps to avoid the “contango trap” that occurs when frontmonth contacts approach expiration and must be sold below their
purchase price, resulting in negative roll yield.
Rather than roll all contracts within a monthly window of just a
few predictable days, CMCI employs a daily rolling mechanism.
Each day, the index rolls a small portion of its futures contracts
to longer maturities, based on a rules-driven formula designed to
capitalize on the most attractively priced longer-term contracts.
This method has the potential to reduce negative roll yield
in futures that are in contango. Monthly rebalancing of
contracts back to target weights helps to avoid market-driven
concentrations of assets in any given contract. Figure 13 above,
shows the CMCI’s target sector weights.

Next-generation commodity indices have emerged to address shortcomings in the traditional indices, including: 1) sector concentrations, such as the 67% weighting to the energy sector in GSCI;
Commodities and commodity-linked investments may be affected by overall market movements and other factors that affect the value of a particular
industry or commodity such as weather, disease, embargos or political or regulatory developments.
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Four Ways to Own Commodities

FIGURE 14: CMCI Performance (%) versus
Traditional Commodity Indices
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Constant Maturit y Commodit y Inde x (CONT.)
The CMCI’s inception date was 1/1/07. Figure 14 above compares
its returns and volatility (standard deviation) to traditional
commodity indices for the three-year period 7/31/11. Over this
period, he CMCI has outperformed both leading traditional indices,
and it also has produced a lower volatility profile (less risk) than
GSCI. Its risk profile has been competitive with the GSCI.
How Much To A llocate to Commodities?
Within a diversified or asset-allocated portfolio, the allocation to
a commodities asset class can depend on the investor’s needs,
views and risk tolerance. Weighting 15-20% of the portfolio to
commodity-related investments may be a good starting point,
based on historic “efficient frontier” analysis. You can use the
“Commodities Allocation Checklist” included in this report to
evaluate a suitable allocation to commodities for each client.
Advisors can begin the process by assessing how much
investment experience and knowledge clients have about
commodities. Then, use client reviews to gain more perspective
and position the opportunity and need for commodity exposure.
Actively managed commodity equity mutual funds and commodity
index mutual funds and ETFs can be used to increase exposure
gradually, perhaps through dollar-cost averaging or by reinvesting
income from stock/bond investments into commodities funds.
For clients with substantial portfolios, you want to consider
combining commodity index funds or diversifying among the
traditional and next-generation ETFs discussed in this report.

Financial advisors may wish to explain to clients that they can
increase a portfolio’s exposure to commodities in four ways, each
of which has different requirements, benefits and drawbacks.
Physical commodities. This choice tends to be most practical
in the precious metals sector, either by directly by owning bullion
or coins or indirectly by participating in ETFs that own and store
gold and silver. Major benefit: Spot prices drive performance, on
virtually a dollar-for-dollar basis. Major drawback: Logistics and
costs of shipping, insuring and storing physical commodities.
Commodity equities. Stocks of companies in the energy and
materials sectors are influenced by commodity prices. The Van Eck
Global Hard Assets Fund (GHAAX) is an actively-managed mutual
fund run by a dedicated team of eleven portfolio managers and
analysts that offers exposure to energy, precious and base metals,
timber, agriculture, alternative energy and other hard assets
Index funds that track these sectors also can be used for
commodities exposure. For mixed commodity equity exposure,
the Rogers™–Van Eck Hard Assets Producer Index (RVEI)
is a commodity-equity benchmark the for the global hard
assets industry, capturing 90% of the industry’s stock market
capitalization worldwide. The index is tracked by the Van Eck Hard
Assets Producers Market Vectors ETF (HAP). Individual sectors of
hard assets producers are tracked by Van Eck Market Vector ETFs
specializing in agribusiness, coal, gold miners and steel.
Major benefit: Easy to buy and sell via ETFs. Major drawback:
Influenced by the overall direction of the stock market.
ETFs or mutual funds that track commodities indices.
Some funds specialize in a sector of commodities such as mining
or energy. The mixed commodity indices covered in this report
are diversified among major commodity sectors. The Van Eck CM
(“Constant Maturity”) Commodity Fund (CMCAX) tracks one such
index: UBS Bloomberg Constant Maturity Commodity Index.
Major benefit: Diversification among futures contracts and
low historic correlation with stocks/bonds. Major drawback:
Complexities of managing “roll yield” and reducing contango cost.
Individual futures contracts. Investors can participate in
individual futures contracts by opening a futures trading account
and depositing the required margin. Major benefit: Ability to
choose specific commodities and contract expiration dates. Major
drawback: Complexity and the risk of highly leveraged and often
volatile contracts.

Commodities and commodity-linked investments may be affected by overall market movements and other factors that affect the value of a particular
industry or commodity such as weather, disease, embargos or political or regulatory developments.
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Summary
We believe investors should be diversified across major asset
classes, including equities and fixed income. Although leading
commodity indices can be volatile over short periods of time,
they have demonstrated an ability to blend well into traditional
portfolios and add benefits such as low correlations with stocks/
bonds and inflation-hedging potential.
Combining commodity index funds with mutual funds or
ETFs that invest in equities of commodity producers also
can be a viable strategy.

Next generation commodities indices have addressed specific
problems that have reduced performance and/or increase volatility
in traditional indices, especially: 1) over-concentration in one
commodity sector; and 2) negative roll yield produced by holding
front-month contracts that are most exposed to investment losses.
In the decades ahead, we believe the global commodity supplydemand balance will be driven by the emergence of booming
middle-class populations in developing markets, and also by
new catalysts with the potential to moderate global commodities
supplies. For this reason, a long-term allocation to commodities
may be a prudent compliment to clients’ core, multi-asset class
investment portfolios.

APPENDIX: annua lized PERFORM ANCE (as of 9/30/11)
Van Eck Global Hard Assets Fund (GHAAX)

RVE Hard Assets Producers ETF (HAP)

1 Yr

5 Yr

10 Yr

Class A: NAV (Inception 11/2/94)

-5.23

5.77

16.12

Class A: Maximum 5.75% load

-10.69

4.52

15.43

1 Yr

3 Yr

Life

Fund/NAV (Inception 8/29/08)

-6.73

0.08

-6.80

Fund/Share Price

-7.05

-0.43

-6.98

Expenses are calculated for the 12-month period ended 05/01/12: GHAAX: Gross 1.43% and Net 1.39%; HAP: Gross 0.63% and Net 0.59%.
Expenses are capped contractually through 05/01/12 at 1.38% for GHAAX; 0.59% for HAP.
The tables present past performance which is no guarantee of future results and which may be lower or higher than current performance. Returns
reflect temporary contractual fee waivers and/or expense reimbursements. Had the Funds incurred all expenses and fees, investment returns
would have been reduced. Investment returns and Fund share values will fluctuate so that investor’s shares, when redeemed, may be worth more
or less than their original cost. Fund returns assume that dividends and capital gains distributions have been reinvested in the Fund at NAV.
The ‘’Net Asset Value’’ (NAV) of a Market Vectors Exchange Traded Fund (ETF) is determined at the close of each business day, and represents
the dollar value of one share of the fund; it is calculated by taking the total assets of the fund, subtracting total liabilities, and dividing by the
total number of shares outstanding. The NAV is not necessarily the same as the ETF’s intraday trading value. Market Vectors ETF investors
should not expect to buy or sell shares at NAV.

World Population Prospects, the United Nations, Department of Economic and Social Affairs. http://esa.un.org/unpp
The Expanding Middle: The Exploding World Middle Class and Falling Global Inequality, Goldman Sachs Economic Research, July 2008.
3
World Urbanization Prospects, the United Nations, Department of Economic and Social Affairs.
4
The Expanding Middle: The Exploding World Middle Class and Falling Global Inequality, Goldman Sachs Economic Research, July 2008.
5
Annual Global Energy Forecast, Energy Information Administration
6
USDA Agricultural Projections to 2019, February 2010. www.ers.usda.gov/Publications/OCE101/OCE101.pdf
7
Performance Profiles of Major Energy Producers 2008, U.S. Energy Information Agency. For details: http://www.eia.doe.gov/emeu/perfpro/tab09.html
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UBS and Bloomberg own or exclusively license, solely or jointly as agreed between them all proprietary rights with respect to the Index. In no way
do UBS or Bloomberg sponsor or endorse, nor are they otherwise involved in the issuance and offering of the Product nor do either of them make
any representation or warranty, express or implied, to the holders of the Product or any member of the public regarding the advisability of investing
in the Product or commodities generally or in futures particularly, or as to results to be obtained from the use of the Index or from the Product.
Please note that the information herein represents the opinion of Van Eck Global and these opinions may change at any time and from time to time.

Commodity Asset Allocation: CLIENT checklist
Strongly Agree

Mildly Agree

Neutral

Disagree

Check the column that best describes how you think or feel
1. I am concerned my cash will buy less in the future
than it does today.
2. I believe “real things” will hold value better than financial
assets or paper money.
3. The world has a finite amount of natural resources.
4. Developing countries will demand more of the world’s
commodities and natural resources.
5. The Federal Reserve has the ability to print vast
quantities of money.
6. I feel limited by investment strategies that focus only
on stocks, bonds and cash.
7. I believe the U.S. will be forced to import enough oil to meet
its needs, for years to come.
8. I’m concerned about the impact of inflation on my retirement
buying power, if I live a long time.
9. I‘m interested in asset classes that don’t move in the same
direction as the stock market.
10. For 3,000 years, gold has been recognized as a
“store of value” around the world.
11. Commodities tend to increase in price when high inflation
is becoming a problem.
12. I am worried about selling my home, second home or
business, because I’ll have too much cash and not enough equity.
13. Global climate change means the world may face
shortages of agricultural products in the future.
14. Many countries are trying to weaken their
currencies to stimulate exports.
15. The U.S. federal deficit eventually will force
interest rates higher (and bond prices lower).
16. It is easier for investors to participate in
commodities now than in the past.

Add the number of checks in each column
Multiply by

x3

x2

x1

ZERO

Total score for columns
TOTAL OF ALL COLUMNS

know your score. The maximum score is 48; the higher the score, the greater the percentage of assets clients could allocate to commodities.

Please note that the information herein represents the opinion of Van Eck Global and these opinions may change at any time and from time to time.

Please note that the information herein represents the opinion of Van Eck Global and these opinions may change at any time and from time to time.
This material does not constitute an offer to sell or solicitation to buy any security, including shares of any Fund. An offer or solicitation will be made only through
a Fund’s prospectus or summary prospectus and will be subject to the terms and conditions contained. This material and the information provided herein are not
directed at or intended for distribution to any person (or entity) who is a citizen or resident of (or located or established in) any jurisdiction where the distribution of
these materials and/or the purchase or sale of interests of a Fund would be contrary to applicable law or regulation or would subject a Fund to any registration or
licensing requirement in such jurisdiction. Persons who wish to review this material are required to inform themselves about and to observe any legal or regulatory
restrictions which may affect their eligibility to make an investment in a Fund. Professional advice should be sought in cases of doubt.
THIS MATERIAL MAY ONLY BE PROVIDED TO YOU BY VAN ECK GLOBAL AND IS FOR YOUR PERSONAL USE ONLY AND MUST NOT BE PASSED ON TO THIRD
PARTIES WITHOUT THE PRIOR EXPRESS WRITTEN CONSENT OF VAN ECK GLOBAL. IF YOU HAVE NOT RECEIVED THIS MATERIAL FROM VAN ECK GLOBAL, YOU
ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED THAT YOU HAVE RECEIVED IT FROM A NON-AUTHORIZED SOURCE THAT DID NOT ACT ON BEHALF OF VAN ECK GLOBAL AND THAT ANY
REVIEW, USE, DISSEMINATION, DISCLOSURE OR COPYING OF THIS MATERIAL IS STRICTLY PROHIBITED. BEFORE MAKING AN INVESTMENT DECISION, PLEASE
CONSULT A QUALIFIED INVESTMENT AND TAX ADVISOR.
Any projections, market outlooks or estimates in this material are forward-looking statements and are based upon certain assumptions that are solely the opinion
of Van Eck Global. Any projections, outlooks or assumptions should not be construed to be indicative of the actual events which will occur. Further, any information
regarding portfolio composition, portfolio composition methodology, investment process or limits, or valuation methods of evaluating companies and markets are
intended as guidelines which may be modified or changed by Van Eck Global at any time in its sole discretion without notice.
Any performance presented herein is for illustrative purposes only. Historical information is not indicative of future results; current data may differ from data quoted. Performance results for the Fund(s) reflects temporary fee waiver and for expense reimbursement; current performance may be lower or higher than the performance quoted. Had the Fund(s) incurred all expenses and fees, investment returns would have been reduced. Each index listed is unmanaged and the returns include
the reinvestment of all dividends to the extent applicable, but do not reflect the payment of transaction costs, advisory fees or expenses that are associated with an
investment in any fund. An index’s performance is not illustrative of a Fund’s performance. You cannot invest in an index. An index’s performance is not illustrative of
the Fund’s performance. Indices are not securities in which investments can be made. The S&P® 500 Index consists of 500 widely held common stocks covering industrial, utility, financial and transportation sectors. The Dow Jones-UBS Commodity Index (DJUBS) is composed of futures contracts on 20 physical commodities covering
seven sectors, specifically energy, petroleum, precious metals, industrial metals, grains, livestock and softs. The S&P® Goldman Sachs Commodity Index (S&P® GSCI) is
a composite index of commodity sector returns, representing an unleveraged, long-only investment in commodity futures. The Barclays Capital Aggregate Bond Index
is a market capitalization-weighted index representing most U.S. traded investment grade bonds. The RogersTM-Van Eck Hard Assets Producers Index (RVEI) has been
licensed by Van Eck Associates Corporation from S-Network Global Indices, LLC for use in connection with Market Vectors RVE Hard Assets Producers ETF (HAP). HAP
is not sponsored, endorsed, sold or promoted by S-Network Global Indices, LLC, which makes no representation regarding the advisability of investing in HAP. “Jim
Rogers,” “James Beeland Rogers, Jr.,” and “Rogers,” are trademarks, service marks and/or registered trademarks of Beeland Interests, Inc. (“Beeland Interests”),
which is owned and controlled by James Beeland Rogers, Jr., and are used subject to license. The personal names and likeness of Jim Rogers/James Beeland Rogers,
Jr. are owned and licensed by James Beeland Rogers, Jr. HAP is not sponsored, endorsed, sold or promoted by Beeland Interests, Inc. or James Beeland Rogers, Jr.
Neither Beeland Interests nor James Beeland Rogers, Jr. makes any representation or warranty, express or implied, nor accepts any responsibility, regarding the accuracy or completeness of this material, or the advisability of investing in securities or commodities generally, or in HAP or in futures particularly.
Forecasts, estimates, and certain information contained herein are based upon proprietary research and the information contained in this material is not intended to be,
nor should it be construed or used as investment, tax or legal advice, any recommendation, or an offer to sell, or a solicitation of any offer to buy, an interest in any security. References to specific securities and their issuers or sectors are for illustrative purposes only and are not intended and should not be interpreted as recommendations to purchase or sell such securities or gain exposure to such sectors. The Fund(s) may or may not own the securities or be exposed to the sectors referenced
and, if such securities are owned or exposure maintained, no representation is being made that such securities will continue to be held or exposure maintained.
You can lose money by investing in the Funds. Any investment in the Funds should be part of an overall investment program, not a complete program. The CM Commodity Index Fund is subject to the risks associated with its investments in commodity-linked derivatives, risks of investing in wholly owned subsidiary, risk of tracking error, risks of aggressive investment techniques, leverage risk, derivatives risks, counterparty risks, non-diversification risk, credit risk, concentration risk and
market risk. The Global Hard Assets Fund is subject to risks associated with its investments in hard assets, real estate, precious metals, natural resources and commodities; events related to these industries; and foreign investments, illiquidity, credit, interest rate fluctuations, inflation, leverage, and non-diversification. Please
see the prospectus and summary prospectus for more information on these and other risk considerations. The RVE Hard Assets Producers ETF is subject to various
risks including those associated with making investments in companies engaged in producing and distributing hard assets and related products and services, such
as commodity price volatility, changes in government policies/regulations and world political and economic developments. Additional risks include competitive pressures, technological advances and/or obsolescence, the depletion of resources, labor relations issues and risks associated with foreign investments
Exchange-traded fund shares are not individually redeemable and will be issued and redeemed at their NAV only through certain authorized broker-dealers in large,
specified blocks of shares called “creation units” and otherwise can be bought and sold only through exchange trading. Creation units are issued and redeemed
principally in kind. Shares may trade at a premium or discount to their NAV in the secondary market. You will incur brokerage expenses when trading Fund shares
in the secondary market. Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Returns for actual Fund investments may differ from what is shown because of differences in timing, the amount invested, and fees and expenses.
Please call 800.826.2333 or visit vaneck.com for performance information current to the most recent month end and for a free prospectus and summary prospectus. An investor should consider the Fund’s investment objective, risks, and charges and expenses carefully before investing.
The prospectus and summary prospectus contains this and other information. Please read it carefully before investing.
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